
Lesson Plan – 3rd Grade Math
Name: Whitney Foster Unit/Topic: Unit 7 Application of Multiplication and Division Week of: Jan.18-21

Monday Tuesday: Wednesday: Thursday: Friday:

TEKS/AP Standards: SCHOOL HOLIDAY MIXED MIXED 3.4K
Solve one-step and
two-step problems

involving multiplication
and division within 100

using strategies based on
objects; pictorial models,

including arrays, area
models, and equal

groups; properties of
operations; or recall of

facts.
3.6C

3.6C
Determine the area of
rectangles with whole
number side lengths

in problems using
multiplication related
to the number of rows
times the number of
unit squares in each

row.

Objective(s): REVIEW STAAR Practice Test I can solve one and 2
step multiplication and

division problems.

I can find the area of
combined rectangles.

Bellwork: Spiral Warm Up NONE 1: one step problem
2: two step problem

Multiplication Chart
(10 mins)

Learning Activity: We will go over our
Interim assessment
and work through the
problems to prepare
for the practice
STAAR on wednesday.

STAAR Practice Test We will use the
problems from the
bellwork to discuss our
strategies to work
through 2 step word
problems involving
multiplication and
division.
We will discuss how to
decide when using one
strategy might be more
beneficial than

Students will practice
on QuizIzz to find the
area of combined
rectangles.



another.

Follow with journal
activity for finding the
area of combined
rectangles

Key Vocabulary: Multiplication
Product
factor
Divisor

Quotient
Dividend
Division
area

Multiplication
Product
factor
area

Turn and Talk Which question do
you feel was the

hardest for you and
why?

Why is it important to
understand when and

how to standard
algorithms?

*display a rectangle
with given side
lengths
What are some
strategies you can
use to find the area
of this rectangle?

Guided/Independent
Practice: Homework PS 33

(Review)

Students will use the
steps from the journal
activity to solve 2 step

word problems.
Homework PS 34

Students will use
their whiteboards to
find the area to given
rectangles and
combined rectangles
from QuizIzz

Lesson Closure: Student Debrief with
Partner

Student Debrief with
Partner

Assessment-Formativ
e, Summative/Exit

Observe student
work.

Solve a 2 step problem
and justify your

QuizIzz



Ticket: answer.

Key Questions During Lesson:

Why is it important to understand when and how to use standard algorithms?

Why is it important to always read the entire problem?


